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New Grover Publicity Label Found
First instance of this printing equipment on a label

The pair of imperforate publicity labels above are
from equipment manufacturer Grover & Co of
London. Unfortunately, they have some foxing but
it is the first time that your compiler has seen this
item, as sold by Rushstamps recently.

The late Leslie Wilkinson had covered details of the
kit in his website and fortunately details are still
online at www.les-wilkinson.co.uk.  He wrote:

“The [image is of the] original continuous printing machine
designed by John Patient MBE of Somerset House and built
by Grover’s in 1913. This was a typographic platen (flat-
bed) printing machine. The paper was unwound by grippers
and an unwinding drum to ensure exact registration of
successive impressions of the plate. It was used for
experiments into continuous printing of stamps from a reel
of paper previously gummed and calendared, for use in
stamp vending and affixing machines.

“Many difficulties were experienced and it was not until the
early 1920s that sufficient progress had been made for
stamps to be printed by this means. These stamps were for
the 1d  value only and were used to make up the stamp rolls
listed in Gibbon’s Specialised catalogue as SG N17A.”

The article included the image used for the label,
which must date from 1913 to the early 1920s. *

UPM Raflatac* at Singapore 2015
*The world’s number two self-adhesive paper supplier

UPM Raflatac showcased its comprehensive range
of stamp products that are FSC certified, and
available in roll and sheet form, gummed or self-
adhesive.  They distributed sheets of nine labels
printed on its Tropimatic Silk FSC WAG PVA
gummed paper at a stamp innovations talk by
Marc Butaud of the company during the exhibition.

This is a global company with a UK presence and is
used by two of Royal Mail’s printers and so this
item just about manages to be included here. *

http://www.les-wilkinson.co.uk/article12b.shtml
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The Restall Fellowship
Attractive essays produced by Restall

As mentioned in the previous issue of DS,
Harrison and Sons had worked with Andrew
Restall in late 1967 to create an English
(Stonehenge) and Welsh (Harlech Castle)
pair of designs for the Restall Fellowship.

Your compiler had always wondered why
there was no version for Scotland and
Northern Ireland. Well, that’s because a
reader of this newsletter owns them! It seems
that they probably never progressed to

‘stamps’, but you may know differently.

We start with the artwork for the England
Stonehenge version…

….then Northern Ireland’s Duleek Cross….

….and finally Scotland’s Dunvegan Castle….

The location of the Welsh artwork is not
known, but if anyone has a scan, then it
would be welcomed, please. *

Spring Stampex ,
February 2018
Try to support the British national stamp
show by attending. For details go to….
.

thephilatelictraderssociety.co.uk/stampex/

http://thephilatelictraderssociety.co.uk/stampex/
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Rushstamps at 60
Attractive labels produced

The four Courvoisier Machin trial stamps have
recently  been incorporated into a souvenir that
commemorates sixty years of stamp trading by
the British firm of Rushstamps.

Full mint sheets of 30 cost £15, while a single strip
of five  is £3.50. Copies are being stuck on mailings
and for orders placed. It should be possible to get a

‘free’ set of singles that way, should you be a regular
customer.

Note how each copy has been defaced at top left by
a cancelling bar. A colourful addition to your
dummy stamps collection. *

Enschedé at Bandung
New sheet marked attendance at Indonesian show

Never seen on offer, but at least be aware of it.*
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...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.

Thank you. * 

New BW Dummy Stamp Found
An appalling scan, but the best seen so far…..

Can any reader supply a better quality image of the
design below, please, plus any further details? *

‘Enschedé Dummy Discovery
Fresh design noted

The November 2017 issue of Britain’s Stamp
Magazine had a fascinating article by Richard West
about Joh. Enschedé and its work for Royal Mail.
The imagery of an unknown dummy stamp is copy-
right TPM, so try and get a copy of the magazine.

The design is basically a large letter H with ‘Joh
Enschedé SP’ below with an overall solid fading
background all in a dark blue horizontal format. *

‘Printed by Harrison, or De La Rue?
Unusual combination on a stamp

While not a dummy stamp, your compiler was some-
what confused at sight of a printer imprint reading

“HARRISON      DE LA RUE” on a 1984 pair from
St. Vincent. Perhaps they knew of the eventual take-
over before anyone else!  So who printed it? Maybe
one designed it and the other took it to press? *

Encapsulated Stamp Cards
A new version just discovered, 42 years after issue date

An early issue of Dummy Stamps included a column
about these Post Office publicity cards that included
a mint set of stamps encapsulated in plastic to
prevent misuse by the media recipients.

Well,  your compiler has found a new type, broadly
similar to the original versions. *

http://www.stampprinters.info/spi_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/spi_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm

